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New Brillouin scattering data are presented for benzil single crystals near the phase transition at 83.5 K. 
These data demonstrate that for the c 11 governed longitudinal acoustic (LAI mode at -15 GHz, critical 
fluctuations are quite large near the phase transition and dominate the behavior of this mode within + 40 K 
of the transition. These observations are analyzed in terms of four contributing soft modes; an optical soft 
mode and two transverse acoustic (TAl soft modes at the zone center and a zone boundary M -point soft 
mode. It is argued that the zone boundary mode is the major contributor to the width and elastic constant 
anomalie<s of the LA mode. Calculations of these propertie<s support the<se conclusions. Critical exponents are 
evaluated for .de II and .dr

Q
, the critical contributions to the elastic constant and width of the C II governed 

LA mode, based on the experimental data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In previous publications from this laboratory dealing 
with benzil (herafter referred to as 11 and If), Brillouin 
and Rayleigh scattering results have been reported for 
the vicinity of the phase transition at 83.5 K. The 
Brillouin scattering data exhibit two independent classi
cal transverse acoustic (T A) soft modes which can be 
related to the cf4 and C66 elastic constants. In addition 
to these, a mode governed by the elastic constant Cll 

also possesses strong temperature dependence near the 
phase transition point. Based on symmetry arguments, 
the Cll anomaly is considered to be a critical softening. 
The full width associated with this longitudinal acoustic 
(LA) mode also evidences anomalous behavior around 
the transition temperature. A Landau mean field theory 
based on symmetry arguments has been developed and 
the TA-phonon behavior can be reasonably fit by the 
theoretical results. In these two previous reports, no 
data were presented which would be applicable to the in
terpretation of the critical behavior and interpretations 
given there were restricted by and large to the T A
phonon behavior. 

However, quite recently x-ray diffuse scattering re
sults3 have been reported and critical fluctuations have 
been characterized in the high temperature phase. The 
main purpose, therefore, of this present contribution 
is to characterize the critical phenomena in the benzil 
elastic properties around the phase transition tempera
ture. This becomes possible through Brillouin data only 
because the critical anomaly is so large in benzil (vide 
infra). In addition to the results already pubhshed, a 
new set of data, obtained with the higher accuracy 
needed to characterize critical behavior, will be re
ported. Before proceeding, let us summarize the 
present situation for benzil phase transition studies. 

Benzil [(CeHeCOh] is a molecular crystal which has 
a crystallographic phase transition at 83.5 K. Since 
the discovery of the phase transition by means of optical 
birefringence methods, 4 many experimental techniques 
have been employed to investigate this system. The 

"'Supported in part by a grant from the AFOSR. 

phase transition has been characterized using EPR 
spectroscopy, 5 x-ray diffraction, a speCific heat mea
surements,7 infrared spectroscopy, S Raman scattering, 9 

Brillouin scattering, 10,12 and proton spin-lattice relaxa
tion time measurements. 11 The high temperature phase 
has bren determined to possess a trigonal structure 
D:(p3121) with three molecules/primitive unit cell. The 
low temperature crystal structure is assigned as C2 with 
12 molecules/unit cell. 12 Raman scattering9 and infra
red absorptions have characterized a soft optical E mode 
which splits in the low temperature phase and the x-ray 
diffraction studya at 74 K suggests broken translational 
symmetry in the ab plane leading to a fourfold expan
sion of the unit cell in the low temperature phase. 

Toledano introduces a dual order parameter model 
to describe the mechanism of the phase transition in 
benzil. 12 He assumes that the primary order param
eter is the soft E symmetry optical phonon amplitudes; 
this soft E mode induces a zone boundary order param
eter at the M point (~~O) through anharmonic couplings. 
Recent Raman scattering results l3 and the x-ray diffuse 
scattering study3 support this dual order parameter 
model. Based on this mechanism, the benzil phase 
transition is a unique example of a phase transition for 
which large anharmonicity plays a dominant role. 

The soft T A modes observed by Brillouin scatter
ing1,2,10 reveal that the C44 softening is much more pro
nounced than the cM softening and is therefore responsi
ble for the elastic phase transition. Indeed, the c66 

softening is quite weak and can be neglected in terms 
of a mechanism for the transition. The theory of elas
tic waves shows that the lowest TA phonon mode is a 
quaSi (Q) T A mode propagating along the a axis and ap
prOXimately polarized along the c axis. The frequency 
of this mode is governed by a combination of elastic 
constants given by 

c:- J = {(CM + C .. ) - [(cae - CU)2 + 4d4Jl I 2}/2 

(1 ) 

Clearly, the temperature dependence of the QTA-mode 
frequency is determined by the Cu elastic constant. As 
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the ct> elastic constant is always smaller than the C44 
elastic constant itself, the ct> elastic constant actually 
vanishes before the C44 elastic constant does. 

A phenomenological Landau theory has also been de
veloped (I) in which the soft optical phonon amplitudes 
are considered as the order parameter of the phase tran
sition. The C44 and C66 elastic constant softenings arise 
due to linear couplings between the order parameter and 
like symmetry strains (e4, e5) and (el - ez, e6). This the
ory predicts a general expression for the instabilities 
given by 

(2) 

This expression gives a reasonable fit to the c:-> elastic 
constant over a wide range of temperatures in the high 
temperature phase. 

On the other hand, since this Landau theoretical ap
proach neglects fluctuation effects, it fails to account 
for the critical LA phonon anomaly governed by the Cll 
elastic constant. The Cll elastic constant can be de
composed into two independent contributions for the D3 
class (II): 

Cll = [(Cll + clz)/2 + (cn - clz)/2] 

(3) 

The CB6 softening is also too weak to account for the ob
served Cll behavior near the transition temperature. 
Hence, the observed Cll softening must be attributed to 
the softening in the (en + C12)/2 component. (This is 
shown in Fig. 8 of II.) This elastic constant is defined 
as the coefficient of (el + ez)2 in the free energy expansion 
(I, II). Since the free energy is totally sYImetric and the 
elastic basis function (el + e2) is as well in this case, the 
lowest order coupling in the free energy expansion that 
can take place between the E-symmetry order parameter 
and this basis function is quadratic-linear. A Landau 
theory with this type of interaction merely predicts a 
discontinuity at the transition temperature without any 
softening or line broadening. Therefore, a more sophis
ticated higher order treatment is demanded in order to 
account for the LA-phonon behavior near the phase tran
sition temperature. 

Since the phase transition involves the optical soft 
phonon, 8,9 the TA-soft modes, 1,2,10 and also the zone 
boundary soft mode, 13 the nature of the fluctuations ob
served through the LA mode is undoubtedly very com
plicated. Without detailed and direct knowledge of the 
fluctuations for each of these instabilities, it is not 
possible to resolve the Cll critical anomaly. 

Recently, critical x-ray diffuse scattering experi
ments3 have been done for the high temperature phase. 
The results clearly show two different types of critical 
scattering: (1) one observed at the zone center and due 
to the QTA-soft mode governed by the ct> elastic con
stant; and (2) one observed at the zone boundary M point 
and due to a soft mode phonon whose nature is as yet un
known. The zone center diffuse intensity diverges faster 
than the zone boundary diffuse intenSity. This confirms 
that the phase transition is induced by the zone center 

QTA-soft phonon governed by c:->. No diffuse scat
tering associated with the soft optical phonon is de
tected. The diffuse scattering results not only support 
the dual order parameter model of Toledano but also 
give information on the nature of the critical fluctua
tions. 

Yao, Cummins, and Bruce14•15 have developed a theory 
to treat critical softening of an LA phonon mode in the 
Tbz(Mo04)3 (TMO) crystal. They consider linear-qua
dratic interactions between a zone center acoustic pho
non and a zone boundary soft phonon: these results can 
be extended to more general cases, as well. 

Employing the x-ray results and the theoretical treat
ment of Refs. 14 and 15, the nature of the critical fluc
tuations observed through the a axis LA-phonon in benzil 
can be at least qualitatively determined. In addition to 
the.acoustic anomalies, the possibility of intrinsic cen
tral peak phenomena has also been examined under "un
stressed" experimental conditions using Brillouin and 
Rayleigh scattering techniques. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

The details of the Brillouin and Rayleigh correlation 
scattering apparatus have already been presented at 
some length in I, II, and Ref. 15. For these studies 
the new He cryostat and temperature control header 
were employed,15 ensuring that the sample always re
mains in an unstressed condition. 

Typical output power in single mode operation of an 
argon ion laser is -200 mWat 5145 A.. The power at 
the sample is typically -100 mW. The heating effect of 
the laser beam on the sample was examined at the low
est temperature (- 80 K) by comparing temperature read
ings with and without the laser irradiating the sample. 
A rough estimation of this heating effect is given by 

~T-2K/I00 mWat 80 K . 

The observed transition temperature in the narrow range 
80 ~ T~ 100 K about the phase transition could always be 
determined from the Brillouin spectra. This transition 
temperature was corrected to equal 83.5 K in all runs. 
Free spectral ranges of 10 and 35 GHz were used with 
a finesse of 45 in a triple pass configuration of the Fa
bry-Perot interferometer. Ten to 20 min accumulation 
times give well defined Brillouin peaks around the tran
sition temperature. 

Phonon damping constants are obtained by a Bayesian 
deconvolution program 16 after two iterations of three 
point averaging of the spectra. 

The Bayesian deconvolution can be represented as 

in which T:") is the ith digital element or channel of the 
phonon line after n iterations. M represents the ex
perimental phonon line and R the resolution function 
which is assumed to be the Rayleigh linewidth. The de
tails of algorithm and its application to Brillouin spec
tra have been discussed in Ref. 16. After about 100 
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FIG. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of the Brillouin spectra 
for phonons propagating along the a axis. Elastic constants 
related to these phonons are as follows: cu-LA phonon (avB 
-15 GHz), c~-I-QTA phonon (Ll.vB - 2 GHz), c~+)-QTA phonon 
(missing), in which 410

) = [(C66 + C(4) ±,; (e66 - CU)2 +4c141/2. Tem
peratures for the spectra are (A) Ll.T = 0.85 K, (B) Ll.T = 0.22 
K, (C) Ll.T=+0.02 K, (D) Ll.T=-O.l1 K, (E) Ll.T=-0.27 K, 
in whIch Ll.T=T-Ttr and T tr =83.50 K. The spectra (A) and 
(B) have been obtained after 200 accumulations. The other 
spectra have been obtained after 300 accumulations. For the 
low temperature phase spectra (D) and (E) the phonon peaks 
split into at least two components; the splitting is due to devel
opment of triply twinned ferroelastic domains. The apparent 
splitting of the feature at ± 5 GHz (LA phonon Ll.vB - 15 GHz) in 
spectra (A), (B), and (C) is associated with the overlap of two 
orders and the critical softening for cu. (b) Temperature 
dependence of the Brillouin spectra due to phonons propagating 
along the c axis. Elastic constants related to these modes are 
C33-LA phonon (avB -14 GHz), C44-TA phonon (Ll.vB - 2.5 GHz). 
The temperature for each spectrum is (A) Ll.T=2.14 K, (B) 
Ll.T=0.12 K, (C) Ll.T=±O.Ol K, (D) Ll.T=- 0.04 K, (E) Ll.T 
= - 1.60 K. These spectra are obtained after 200 accumula
tions. For the low temperature phase spectra (C), (D), and 
(E) the phonon peaks also split. The TA phonon Is degenerate 
in the high temperature phase. This mode exhibits splitting 
due to the lower symmetry of the low temperature phase. 
Splitting due to the domain effect is not clear on the TA phonon. 
On the other hand, the LA phonon exhibits the domain splitting 
as observed for the a-axis phonons. 
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the elastic constants Cu 
and d-) in the high temperature phase. Full lines are calcu
lated by Eq. (2) given in the text and are numerically given by 
C44 = 6. 9 X 108 (T -77. 8)/(T -72.7) (N/m2) and c~-) = 6. 2x 108 (T 
-78.4)/(T - 69. 3) (N/m2). An arrow indicates the transition 
temperature. 

iterations the deconvoluted width becomes stationary and 
independent of further iteration. 

Experimental errors are estimated as follows: Bril
louin shift measurements are ±O. 5% for LA modes and 
± 1 % for soft QT A modes; full width measurements on 
the LA modes are ± 5%; and intenSity measurements are 
about ± 10% for Brillouin experiments and ± 15% for Ray
leigh autocorrelation measurements. 

III. RESULTS 

Examples of the temperature dependences of Brillouin 
spectra in the vicinity of the transition temperature are 
shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) for phonons propagating 
along the a axis and e axis, respectively. In both in
stances, the spectra suddenly change at the transition 
temperature. In the low temperature phase the phonon 
peaks sometimes become poorly defined due to the triple 
twinning of the ferroelectric domains. The transition 
clearly exhibits a (small) first order component. 

In Fig. 2, temperature dependences of the eM related 
elastic constants in the high temperature phase are 
shown. These are e44 and et) as given by Eq. (1). The 
temperature dependences of lattice parameters and re
fractive indices have been considered in these results. 
The full lines are the theoretical results for these elas
tic constants based on Eq. (2) with the following param
eters: 
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FIG. 3. (a) Temperature dependence of the Rayleigh intensity 
(0) and the intensity ratio of the Rayleigh component and the 
soft QTA mode (.) for the a-axis phonon. (b) Temperature 
dependence of the Rayleigh intensity (0) and the intensity ratio 
of the Rayleigh intensity and the soft TA mode (.) for the c-axis 
phonon. Broken lines indicate the transition temperature. 
Full lines serve as guides for the eye. 
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the photon counting rate 
obtained by the autocorrelator. Scattering geometry in this 
experiment is the same as that used for the a-axis phonon mea
surements. These results show exactly the same behavior ob
tained by Brillouin scattering as shown in Fig. 3(a) by the open 
circles. Full circles indicate cooling runs and open circles 
indicate heating runs. The full line serves as a guide for the 
eye. The broken line indicates the transition temperature. 

c~=6.9xI08N/m2 , 

To = 72.7 K and Tl == 77.8 K for C44 , 

and 

c~=6.2xI08N/m2 , 

To == 69. 3 K and Tl == 78. 4 K for the ci"l elastic constant. 

In both instances the transition temperature is adjusted 
to 83.5 K as already pointed out. The Tl value for the 
ci"> elastic constant is close to that obtained by x-ray 
diffuse scattering3 but about 4 K higher than our pre
viously reported value in I and II for the same mode. 
We will comment on these values and differences below. 

In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), Rayleigh intensity and the Ray
leigh to Brillouin soft T A mode intenSity ratio are pre
sented for the a axis and c axis propagating QT A modes, 
respectively. Figure 4 gives the temperature depen
dence of the photon counting rate obtained by the real 
time autocorrelator for the a axis scattering geometry. 
These Rayleigh intensities evidence a discontinuity at 
the transition temperature due to the formation of ferro
elastic domains. Moreover, no intenSity correlation 
function could be detected in any scattering geometry 
through the phase transition. The phase transition, 
therefore, does not involve low frequency dynamics 
within the time domain probed by Brillouin and correla
tion scattering measurements. 

Brillouin scattering intensity17 is given by 

T(z 
IB - - [Peff ]2 , 

cA 

in which P eu is an effective Pockel's constant and will 
be discussed below, CA is the elastic constant related to 
the phonon observed, and ( is the dielectric constant. 
Since we are concerned only with a narrow temperature 
range, the factor T(2[p eft]2 can at least initially be as-

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 79, No.6, 15 September 1983 
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FIG. 5. Critical softening of the Cu elastic constant obtained 
in three different cyrstals. (e): reported in Fig. 5 of (I); (0): 
reported in Fig. 8 of (II); (+): new data obtained in this exper
iment. Data represented by (e) and (+) are parallel shifted and 
superimposed on the data shown by (0) to compare their criti
cal softenings. The full line represents the uncoupled elastic 
constant cft. obtained by a least squares technique for the 
higher temperature region (T ~ 130 K). The CPl uncoupled 
elastic constant is given as cfl = 1.835 - 2. 95 X 10-3 T (1010 N/m2). 

The arrow indicates the transition temperature. 

sumed to be constant, leading to the relation IB - [ex]"! 
for the Brillouin intensity behavior. A fit to the experi
mental intensity data, however, requires that IB - A 
+B[cd-1 with A = 5.7 and B = 1. 7 for the Cu governed 
mode, and A = 2.1 and B = O. 9 for the ct) governed 
mode. Clearly one should consider TE:2[Peff]2-A(c~) 
+ B'. In Ref. 17 it is argued that only the dielectric 
constant and indices of refraction are involved in the 
P eu term. The dielectric constant for benzil shows a 
weak divergence (~E:a/E:a - 0.5%)9 only and the indices of 
refraction are essentially constant at least in the high 
temperature phase. We do no have a reasonable ex
planation for this QT A phonon Brillouin intensity be
havior at the present time. 

Figure 5 gives the temperature dependences of the Cll 

elastic constant in the high temperature phase. Three 
results, obtained under different experimental condi-

51-
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FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the full width of the a axis 
LA phonon. The arrow indicates the transition temperature. 
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FIG. 7. LogAcll vs 10gAT plotted to determine the critical 
index of the cll critical softening. The critical temperature 
T c is determined to optimize the power law assumption in as 
wide a temperature range as possible. Two sets of data have 
been examined and they coincide within experimental error 
(-1%) up to 30 K above the transition temperature. The full 
line shows the least squares fitting result. Below 100 K, the 
critical softening can be reasonably expressed by a simple 
power law given by cll = cfl - 0.20 X 1010 (T - 83.3)-0.16,.0.01 (N/m2). 

The dashed curve represents ACll calculated using Eq. (13) and 
the approximations (16) and (17). 

tions and for different samples, are included. Two of 
them have been reproduced from the earlier studies of 
I and II. The two data sets indicated by (e) and (+) have 
been adjusted to compare their critical behavior by 
subtracting or adding constant values. The full straight 
line on this plot is obtained from data points higher than 
130 K using a linear least squares fitting routine. This 
line gives the "noncritical" component of the Cll elastic 
constant and is of the form 

The temperature dependence of the full width of the 
a axis propagating LA mode is present in Fig. 6. It 
exhibits a rapid increase within 1 K of the transition 
temperature. Since no tail can be observed above 90 K, 
data points higher than 90 K are used to estimate the 
noncritical component of the full width. This value is 
found to be r~ :::: 304 MHz. 

In order to characterize the Cll critical anomaly, sim
ple power law anomalies are assumed for both features 
(II and All). These are expressed as 

and 

in which C~l and r~ are the noncritical parts of the elas
tic constant and full width. Figure 7 shows a log-log 
plot of ~Cll : (Crl - cW) vs AT: (T - To). From the graph, 
parameters can be determined as follows: 

J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 79, No.6, 15 September 1983 
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FIG. 8. Log ra vs logAT plotted to determine the critical in
dex of the full width divergence. The critical temperature Tc 
is assumed to be the same as that determined from the ell case. 
Below 85 K, the full width anomaly is expressed by a simple 
power law given by r 4 = 304+16 (T_83.3r1.2*O.1 (MHz). The 
dashed curve represents a fit to the data using Eqs. (14), (16), 
and (17). 

A.. =0. 20 Xl010 (N/m2 K"+) , 

1/+=0.16±0.01 and Tc=83.3±0.1 K . 

A similar log-log plot for the linewidth is present in 
Fig. 8. By fitting the data pOints as above, the follow
ing parameters can be determined: 

A+ = 16(MHz KP+) , 

p+ = 1. 2 ± O. 1 and Tc = 83. 3 K . 

The phase transition takes place at T tr '" 83.5 K. The 
parameters (1/+,p+) and (A., 1/+) are strongly dependent 
on the parameter Tc:: 83. 3 K. The Tc parameter has 
been determined so as to optimize the power law assump
tion. Nonetheless, this Tc value gives a reasonable val
ue for (Ttr - Tc)= O. 2 K, which is consistent with those 
results determined by other experimental techniques. 

It is not typical to determine critical parameters by 
Brillouin scattering techniques because the critical 
anomaly is usually within the experimental uncertainty. 
Benzil, however, exhibits a very large critical fluctua
tion contribution to cll and r a , well outside the experi
mental uncertainty and the determined critical index 11+ 
seems to be reliable. 18 

The full width anomaly is quite weak except within 1 K 
of the transition temperature and is, indeed, close to 
the estimated error. However, even in this small range 
systematic problems can arise. In particular, the full 
width below the transition is quite large (-1. 5 GHz) and 
it is possible that there is a low temperature contribution 
to the full width anomaly within 1 K of the transition in 
the high temperature phase. This extra contribution 
could be associated with the (small but finite) first order 
nature of the benzil phase tranSition. Nonetheless, the 
critical index p+ does not appear to be unreasonable. 18 

Finally, we must comment on the discrepancy of the 
elastic constants between I, IT, and this report. During 
the course of the benzil study it was found that the Bril
louin shift values vary even for a given sample as the 
scattering volume is scanned across a particular face 
of the crystal. This observation can be correlated with 
Slightly rounded crystal surfaces which perturb and shift 
the expected phonon propagation direction in this aniso
tropic crystal. Such rounded surfaces are invariably 
produced during the crystal preparation process. This 
shift in phonon propagation direction plus crystal aniso
tropy accounts for the different sets of parameters for 
the QTA mode in this a axis direction. Fortunately, the 
observed elastic anomalies are reasonably insensitive 
to such effects as can be seen in Fig. 5. The essential 
features of the phase transition and critical phenomena 
seem to be well resolved by these studies. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Recent x-ray diffuse scattering experiments3 report 
two sources of diffuse scattering associated with the 
benzil phase transition: one ariSing from the Brillouin 
zone center and one arising from the Brillouin zone 
boundary M point (!! 0). The zone center source 
is assigned to the ci-) governed QTA phonon mode fluc
tuation and the zone boundary diffuse scattering is iden
tified with a soft mode at the M point. The zone center 
diffuse scattering intensity diverges at a higher tem
perature than the zone boundary itensity does; hence, 
the QT A mode can be regarded as the main trigger for 
the phase tranSition. In addition, the x-ray structural 
analysis performed at 74 ~ reveals a fourfold unit cell 
expansion and spectroscopic studies8

•
9 observe an E

symmetry soft optical phonon mode in the high temper
ature phase. 

In order to explain such complicated features, a dual 
order parameter model has been introduced, 12 in which 
the soft zone center optical phonon amplitude is the pri
mary order parameter. The secondary parameter is 
the zone boundary soft mode amplitude which is triply 
degenerate. The order parameters must couple through 
anharmonic higher order interactions. Through anhar
monic interactions the zone boundary soft mode frequency 
is renormalized as soon as the primary order param
eter possesses a nonzero value. As a result of this re
normalization, the zone boundary phase transition takes 
place. The actual transition involves two arms of the 
star of the wave vector at the zone boundary M pOint; 
this leads to the fourfold cell expansion. 

In I and II we were mainly interested in the mean field 
behavior of the T A modes. Bilinear interactions be
tween the E-symmetry soft optical phonon and the E
symmetry strains can qualitatively account for the ob
served T A phonon soft mode behavior. On the other 
hand, the LA phonon mode governed by cll shows a crit
ical softening near the transition temperature and has 
been only qualitatively discussed considering fluctuations 
of the soft optical mode and the zone boundary mode. 

As was emphasized in the last section, the critical 
anomaly in Cll can be quantitatively analyzed in the 
present experiments. In this section, we will discuss 

J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 79, No.6, 15 September 1983 
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the origins of the critical fluctuations responsible for 
this behavior employing the results of the critical x-ray 
scattering experiments. 3 These latter results will prove 
to be important in understanding critical phenomena in 
benzil. Below we will discuss the Landau free energy, 
the T A modes, and the Cll critical anomaly separately. 

1. Landau free energy 

In this section a full expansion of the Landau free en
ergy, including the zone boundary soft mode, will be 
presented. 

Using standard group theoretical techniques, 19 higher 
order basis functions belonging to Al and E-irreducible 
representations can be constructed from sets of three 
independent different E-symmetry basis functions 
(cfJl' cfJz), (if!1> if!z), and (81, 8z). These are given as 

cfJlif!l + cfJzif!z, (cfJlif!Z - cfJZif!l) 91 - (cfJlif!Z + cfJZif!1) 9z 

for the Al irreducible representation to third order and 

(cfJlif!1 - cfJzif!z, cfJl1fiZ + cfJZ1fil) 

for the E-irreducible representation to second order. 
For the benzil case, these functions can be soft optical 
E-phonon mode amplitudes (Ql, Qz), polarization (Px, P y), 
and the elastic strain modes (e4, es) and (el - e2, e6)' 

The zone boundary order parameter consists of three 
components (l:1> l:2, l:3) corresponding to components for 
each of the three arms of the star of k at the M point 
(-HO) in the Brillouin zone. The small representation 
at the M pOint consists of two one-dimensional repre
sentations and the star contains three arms. Following 
Toledano's treatmentlZ and Lyubarskii's techniques, 19 
one can show that the set of quadratic basis functions 

(4a) 

provides a basis for the E-irreducible representation of 
the group Ds. The totally symmetric quad.'atic basis 
function is 

(4b) 

Using these results, the Landau free energy is written 
as follows: 

F=Fo+Ft +Fp+Fel + FOel 

+FOp+FPe+ FtO +Ftp+Ftel + Felel , (5) 

in which 

Fo=~ao(QhQ~)+tbo(Q~-3QlQ~)+tco(Qi+Q~)2, (5.1) 

F t '" i llt (l:I + l:~ + l:n + t Ct (l:I + l:~ + l:~)2 

+ i dt(l:il:~ + l:~l:~ + l:~l:I) , 

1 C~l + Cr2 2 1 0 2 1 0 2 2 
Fel =2" 2 (e1+ e2) +2c33eS+2cU(e4+eS) 

+ i c~[(el - e2)2 + e:] + c~S(e1 + e2) es 

+ d, [e4(el - e2) + e5ee] , 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

x (el - e2) - Q1Q2ee] + Y Oe(e1 H2) (Qi + Q~) , (5.5) 

Fop=UOP(Q1Px-QzPy) , (5.6) 

Fpe=Upe(Pxe4-PyeS)+Vpe[PX(el-e2)-Pyee] , (5.7) 

FtO = Uco[Ql(2l:I - l:~ - l:n+.f3 Qz(l:~ - l:~)] 

+ Veo(Q¥+Q~)(l:i+l:~+l:~), (5.8) 

Fep=Ucp[P.(2l:I-l:~-l:~)-.f3 Py(l:~-l:m, (5.9) 

Feel = Uee[e4(2l:I - l:~ - l:~) + es.f3 (l:~ - l:~)] 

+ Vee[(el - ez) (2l:I - l:~ - l:~) + e6.f3 (l:~ - l:~)] 

+ Wee[e1 H2][l:I + l:~ + l:~] +XeeeS [l:I + l:~ + l:~], (5.10) 

Felel = Uee(e1 + e2) [e~ + e~] 

+ Vee(el + ez) [(el - ez)Z + e~] • (5.11) 

Following Raman, infrared, and x-ray scattering results 
we assume that 

(6) 

As already shown in I and II and as suggested by Tole
dano, the zone center optical soft phonon induces the 
soft T A phonons related to C44 and c6e through bilinear 
interactions. Once the zone center phase transition is 
induced by the a axis QT A soft mode, the crystal is 
triply twinned and each domain is described by spon
taneous values of Q, P, and e. Domain I is characterized 
by (Q1' e4, e1 - e2, Px)' The other domains can be ob
tained by c3 and c; operations. 

Using Eqs. (5), the zone boundary soft phonon fre
quency is then renormalized through anharmonic inter
action such that 

ae1 = ae + 4U oe + 4 UtpPx + 4Ueee4 + 4 Ve(el - ez) (7) 

for the l:1 component and 

acz =aes = ae - 2UocQt - 2UtpPx - 2Ueee4 - 2 Vte(et - e2) (8) 

for the l:2 and l:s components. In these expressions, Ql' 
P x , e4, and e1 - ea represent spontaneous values of these 
parameters. Thus, the triply degenerate zone boundary 
mode splits into two modes in the low temperature phase. 
If aez = ats < 0, two arms of the star will be involved in the 
phase transition and the unit cell will undergo a fourfold 
expansion as is observed. The above four spontaneous 
values can contribute to the renormalization and one 
cannot specify which, if any, is the dominant contribu
tion to the zone boundary softening. 

2. Phenomenological description 

The Landau theory of I and II leads to expressions of 
the type given by Eq. (2) for the elastic constant Cu and 
cee which determine the TA phonon frequencies. Equa
tion (2) is successfully applied to fit the experimental 
data over a wide temperature range. There is, how
ever, a clear discrepancy between the To value expected 
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from the theory and that obtained from the experiment. 
Theory suggests this To should be the temperature at 
which the soft optical phonon frequency goes to zer08,s 
(5 K). The values obtained in this fit are 72.3 K for the 
Cu governed T A mode and 69.3 K for the c!-> governed 
T A mode. If one employs the "proper" value of To = 5 K 
for the T A mode fit in the high temperature region, a 
small systematic deviation (±2%) results near the tran
sition temperature which is outside the experimental 
error. 

One of the most probable explanations of this behavior 
is fluctuation softening in addition to the Landau behavior 
given by Eq. (2). Additional fluctuation contributions 
are predicted to occur based on the phenomenological 
theory of Yao et al., 14 as a result of third order cou
pling terms in the free energy Eq. (5). To apply this 
theory it is convenient first to renormalize the bare 
elastic constants c~ in Eq. (5) with respect to the bilin
ear interactions with the zone center optical soft mode 
(QI> Qz)· The pertinent quadratic terms are 

~ ao(Q~ + Q~) + UOe (e.Q1 + esQz) + VOA(el - ez) Qt + esQz] + ~ c~4(e~ + e~) + ~ c~[(e1 - ez)Z + e:] + c~.[e4(el - ez) + eses] 

= ~ ao(R~ +R~) + ~ c •• (e~ + e~) + ~c88[(e1 - ez)Z] + c14[e.(e1 - ez) + eses] , (9) 

in which the effective elastic constants are defined by 

C44 = C~4 1-~ [ ~ ] 
aOc44 

- 0 ~ ~] (10) CSB = c88 aOc88 

- 0 [1 ~J C14=CU 
aOc14 

With the assumption ao=a~(T- To), these three elastic 
constants have the form of Eq. (2) with To= To. The 

new coordinates for the zone center mode are then 

R t = Q1 + (Uoel aO)e4 + (V 081 aO)(el - ez) , 

Rz = Qz + (Uoel ao) es + (Voel ao) es . 

If higher order coupling terms in F 06' are neglected the 
coordinates Rt and Rz are no longer coupled to the strains 
and can be ignored in the subsequent discussion of anom
alies in the elastic constants. 

With this approximation, together with P",=Py=O, the 
pertinent free energy is 

+ c88 [ (et - ed + e~] + c14[e4(et - ez) + eses] + [Ueee4 + Vee(e1 - ez)] (2'~ - ,~) + [Ueees + Veees]v'3 ('~ - ,~) 

+ [We.(et + ez) +Xeee3] ('~ +,~ + ,~) , (11) 

in which ae =r4(T- Te). An analysis of the dynamics can 
be performed based on the one-dimensional case con
Sidered by Yao et al. 14 Two additional features arise if 
the free energy Eq. (11) is employed: (1) the presence 
of several elastic constants C44, CSB, ~(crt + crz), and C~3; 
and (2) the three-dimensionality of the soft mode 
('I> 'z, '3)' Generalizations of this type were also con
sidered by Yao et al. 14 and the reader is referred to that 
reference for details of the calculations. 

For the high temperature phase in which the equilibri
um zone boundary order parameters ('~' ,g, ,g) vanish 
and at low frequencies and small q the approach of Yao 
et al. leads to the approximate expression 

(12) 

for the effective elastic constant in which 

A ) - ~ ~ kB T f rfQ 
c~(q,w - 2 m*2 (21T)3 4n:(Q)+w2r~(Q) (13) 

and 

r ( ) - r O ! t/' ~ kB T f rc~Q)d3Q 
~q,w - ~+ 4 p m*! (21T)3 ~(Q)[4ni(Q)+w!r~(Q)] 

(14) 
for the damping constant, In Eqs. (13) and (14) m* is 
the effective mass of the zone boundary soft mode, rIt(Q) 
is the zone boundary soft mode frequency, re(Q) the soft 
mode damping constant, q and Q are wave vectors with 
the Q-space integrals running over the first Brillouin 
zone. For the elastic constants cu(q, w) and C88(q, w), 
one uses the renormalized elastic constants of Eq. (10) 
whereas for t[cu(q, W)+C1Z(q, w)], one uses the corre
sponding bare elastic constant in place of c~. The effec
tive coupling constant Kx can be determined from the co
efficients Uee, Vee. Wee, or X ee , depending on A. As no 
anomaly is observed for C 33 ' this elastic constant is not 
considered here. The qualitative difference in the pre
dieted temperature dependences of C44 and CB6 on the one 
hand and ~(Cll + CIZ) on the other hand can explain the dif
ferent anomalies observed for the T A modes propagating 
along [001] and the LA mode propagating along [100] for 
which the elastic constant is cu. 
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3. TA anomalies 

Equation (10) together with Eq. (12) gives the tem
perature dependence for c44, c66' and c:->: 

_ 0 T- Tl 
c"-c,, T-5 -~cA(T). (15) 

Since the second term in Eq. (15) is smaller than the 
first term, one can use expressions similar to Eq. (2) 
to approximate this form by employing different param
eters 

01 T- T9 1 
c" '" c" T _ To with To» 5 K . 

As the T~ value is very sensitive to the slope of the data, 
the T~ value can be readily shifted. 

Unfortunately, our Brillouin scattering results for the 
soft T A modes are not precise enough to subtract the 
critical softening. The deviation from Landau theory is 
not nearly as large as that found for the mode governed 
by Cll' More accurate measurements by ultrasonic tech
niques could be employed to examine the critical anomaly 
contribution to the T A mode behavior. 

4. Cll critical anomaly 

As has been emphasized in II and in the Introduction, 
Cll is made up of two contributions, one of which (C66) 

has very little temperature dependence. If the contri
butions c66 and ~C66 to Cll in Eq. (3) are neglected, we 
obtain 

Cll(q,W)=Cr1-~Cll(q,W) , 

with ~Cll given by an expression of the form of Eq. (13). 
This approximation is justified to some extent by the 
following considerations. 

The x-ray diffuse scattering data3 reveal two types of 
diffuse scattering for benzil near the phase transition: 
a critical scattering due to the ct> related QTA mode 
at the zone center and a critical scattering due to a zone 
boundary mode at the M point. Critically enhanced dif
fuse scattering due to the soft optical phonon mode at the 
zone center could not be observed. Hence, one can as
sume that the soft optical phonon does not undergo criti
cal fluctuations near the transition temperature and thus 
it is ignored in the discussion starting with Eq. (11). 

The critical scattering due to the QT A mode is heavily 
weighted around the zone center. Divergence of the in
tenSity is observed around the point (a* = 0.0065, b* 
= O. 0065, c* = 6) in reciprocal space but is strongly sup
pressed at the point (a*=0.009, b*=0.009, c*=6). 
This suggests that the critical scattering possesses a 
delta function like behavior at the Brillouin zone center 
(in reciprocal space). The wave vector involved in the 
light scattering experiments is given by17 

q = 2 ~ sin(8s/2) , 

in which :\0 is the vacuum wave length, n is the refrac
tive index of benzil, and 88 is the scattering angle. One 
thus obtains for this experiment, q - 3 X 105 cm-1 (:\0 

= 5145 A, 8s = 90, and n -1. 65). 

Reciprocal lattice dimensions in the a* and b* direc
tions are 

a* = b* = 21T I bxc I = 21T 
a· (bxc) a 

and for a - 8.4 A one finds ql a* '" 4 x 10-3
• The light 

scattering experiments for the a-axis phonons corre
sponds to the pOint (a* =0. 004, b* =0, c* =0) in recipro
cal space and thus enhanced fluctuations can be expected. 

The highest frequency component of the critical fluc
tuations due to the QT A mode can be estimated by as
suming that the maximum wave vector for the critical 
fluctuations is roughly qrnax'" O. 009a*. Then the highest 
frequency component can be estimated as Wmu: = [(lip) 
XC:->]1/2qrnlll'" 4 GHz near 90 K. This estimated wmu is 
much lower than the LA phonon frequency of -15 GHz 
and such a low frequency fluctuation should not effective
ly interact with or couple to the LA phonon. It thereby 
seems likely that the QTA c:-> governed phonon is not 
the major contributor to the Cll associated mode soften
ing even though it does produce enhanced critical fluc
tuation near the phase transition. 

Based on this approximate process of elimination, the 
zone boundary soft mode fluctuations are left as the main 
contributor to the cn critical softening. The x-ray re
sults reveal an enhanced critical scattering at the (a* 
= t b* = i, c* = 6) point which is equivalent to the zone 
boundary M point. 

To evaluate the integral over the first Brillouin zone 
in Eqs. (13) and (14) one needs information about the 
nature of the zone boundary soft mode, its dispersion, 
and its damping. Unfortunately, neutron inelastic scat
tering experiments have not as yet been performed on 
benzil for this mode. When available, Eqs. (13) and (14) 
can be used to evaluate the LA-phonon anomaly as has 
been done for TMd 4 and chloranil. 15 

However, to obtain a rough idea of the temperature 
dependence of ~Cll' as speCified by Eq. (13), it is use
ful to consider a three-dimensional expansion of the 
soft mode frequency Oc about the M point. A Q-depen
dent disperSion of the form 

~ = n~ + 0'2 [(Qx - QMx )2 + (Qy - QMy )2 + (Q. - QM.fl (16) 

was considered by Luspin and Hauret in their analysis 
of Brillouin scattering in the rare earth molybdates. 20 

For the dispersion Eq. (16), together with the assump
tions 

and 

(17) 

the integral in Eq. (13) is easily evaluated if the limits 
of integration can be extended to infinity. The last ap
proximation is justified only close to the transition for 
which, because of the factor n: in the denominator, the 
integral is weighted heavily towards points close to the 
M point. Hence one expects that the shape of the Bril
louin zone is not important for temperatures close to Te. 

The corresponding result for ~Cll is shown by the 
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dashed curve in Fig. 7. In this fit two adjustable con
stants are used. One is r c, the other is (1~./m*2) kB Te/ 
(iO~). The latter is fixed by fitting .<lcu at a given 
temperature. It is seen that this very approximate 
treatment reproduces the observed curvature of .<lC1l 
quite well for temperatures T- Te <10 K. However, it 
is noted that the temperature dependence of O~ in Eq. 
(17) is different from that initially assumed for ac in 
Eqs. (5) and (11). At temperatures where % wrc« ~ 
one obtains .<lcn-(T- Tefl/2. Whether or not this re
gime is actually realized depends on the validity of the 
approximation of extending the Q-space integration to 
infinity. 

The assumptions of one- and two-dimensional ver
Sions2o of the dispersion Eq. (16) give different temper
ature dependences; (T- Tefl and (T- TS3/2 in the limit 
%wrc «~, respectively. It is, however, not possible 
to distinguish between one-, two-, or three-dimensional 
dispersion models on the basis of a two-parameter fit 
of the theory of Yao et al. to the data of Fig. 7 in the 
region Te+1 K< T<Te+25 K. 

Schwabl21 discusses acoustic phonon anomalies in cubic 
perovskite type crystals employing mode-mode coupling 
theory. He obtains the same critical index for LA pho
non softening and the specific heat anomaly, i. e., .<lcu 
- .<lcp (T - Ter"'. This behavior is shown by the solid line 
in Fig. 7. This theoretical result is, however, not sat
isfied for benzil in that 

.<lel' -(T- TerO.16 

from Brillouin scattering and 

from specific heat measurements. 7 

Even taking crystal symmetry differences into con
sideration the discrepancy in the exponent still seems 
quite large. However, as is mentioned in Ref. 7, the 
specific heat critical index (- 1.36) does seem too large. 
The specific heat anomaly is very weak and appears 
within a narrow temperature range in the high symmetry 
phase. Determination of this index is indeed quite diffi
cult using adiabatic techniques. To improve this deter
mination an ac calorimetry method would be quite help
ful. 

The approximate methods employed for the calcula
tion of .<len can also be used to estimate the temperature 
dependence of the damping constant, given by Eq. (14). 
When % wrc «O~ one finds for one-, two-, and three
dimensional dispersion models .<lra-(T- Ter 5/2 , 

(T- Tcf2, and (T- Tcf3/2, respectively. Because 0, 

tends to zero as the transition temperature is ap
proached, the effect of the %wr, terms in the denomina
tor of the integral of Eq. (14) is to increase the slope of 
.<lr a vs T from the various possible values estimated 
above. This observation is in qualitative agreement with 
measurements of .<lra , shown in Fig. 8, which indicate 
a slope of - 1. 2 ± O. 1. The effect of limiting the extent 
of the Q-space integration is to decrease the slope at 
higher temperatures. 20 A two parameter fit of the .<lr a 

data of Fig. 8 to the approximate mOdels described 

above results in values of rc which are somewhat dif
ferent from those obtained from a fit of the .<leu data. 
It should be noted that such parameters are quite depen
dent on the nature of the Q-dependent dispersion of the 
soft mode and dependent to a lesser extent on the shape 
of the Brillouin zone. 

Murata22 has improved on the Schwabl result using 
renormalization group methods. Since no results are 
available for perovskite systems, no attempt has yet 
been made to test these new theoretical studies. Re
cently, Kohada et al. 11 reported a critical index for the 
proton spin lattice relaxation time in the high tempera
ture phase. Their value for the exponent v = 1, coin
cides with that predicted for a two-dimensional Ising 
model. They have interpreted this critical behavior as 
due to angular fluctuations of the soft optical phonon, 
contrary to the approach taken here based on the x-ray 
diffuse scattering study. 3 

In this discussion, the main contributor to the a axis 
LA-phonon critical anomaly has been taken as the zone 
boundary soft mode fluctuations. Nonetheless, as 
pointed out in Eq. (10), there exists in benzil very com
plicated soft mode interactions and these may well fur
ther enhance individual mode fluctuations and yet higher 
order couplings. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Elastic anomalies around the phase transition in ben
zil have been studied under "nonstress" conditions by 
Brillouin scattering. These results are compared with 
previous ones (I, II) obtained under "stress" conditions. 
Previously reported and newly obtained data for the en 

elastic constant have been further interpreted to eluci
date the large critical behavior in this system. Our ob
servations and findings can be summarized as follows: 

(1) The correlation function, which has been observed 
under stress conditions, is not observed for nonstress 
conditions even within 1 K of the transition temperature. 
This observation confirms our previously reported as
sertion that the relaxation process involved is due to the 
response of defectS/imperfections in the crystals to the 
externally applied stress pulse created by the closed 
cycle mechanical refrigerator. 

(2) Rayleigh intensity monotonically changes in both 
phases and only shows discontinuities at the transition 
temperature. This supports the previous finding that 
there is no intrinsic central mode in benzil. Soft TA 
mode intensities increase around the transition temper
ature and this behavior can simply be related to the mode 
elastic softenings. 

(3) Anomalous parts of the elastic constants are in
dependent of the experimental conditions and the sam
ples o Phonon frequencies change from sample to sam
ple and even in a given sample as a function of scatter
ing position (± 3%). This variation is mainly associated 
with refraction of the laser beam at Slightly rounded 
crystal surfaces. 

(4) T A-soft phonon behavior can be fitted to the gen
eral form 
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CA =c~(T- Tt)/(T- To) , 

which is a consequence of bilinear coupling between the 
soft optical phonon and the strains. Within the frame
work of the Landau theory, To should be a temperature 
obtained for the soft optical phonon through Raman and 
infrared experiments; it is the temperature at which the 
optical mode frequency goes to zero. The values ob
tained from fitting the experimental results for both T A 
soft modes are much larger than the expected value of 
To ~ 5 K. To resolve this discrepancy, an additional 
softening due to critical softening is not large enough 
to make an experimental deconvolution a meaningful 
procedure. 

(5) The critical behavior of the LA phonon propagating 
along the a axis has been quantitatively discussed and 
fit the power laws of the form 

C11 = Crt - A+(T- Tcr~+ 

and 

ra=r~+6.+(T-Tcr')+ . 

The parameters appearing in the above expressions are 
found to be 

Crt = 1. 57 X 10tO N/m2 at 90 K , 

A+=0.20X10tO N/m2 K~+ , 

1J+=0.16 xO.01, 

with Tc = 83.3 K for the elastic constant and 

r~=304 MHz, 

6.+ = 16 MHz K!'+ , 

p+ = 1. 2 ±0.1 , 

with Tc = 83.3 K for the full width or damping constant. 
The transition temperature is Ttr = 83.5 K. 

In order to discuss the critical behavior, a full ex
pression for the Landau free energy has been developed 
including the zone boundary soft mode. This free energy 
expansion is based on four approximately independent 
soft modes: an optical mode, a zone boundary mode, 
and two TA phonon modes. They interact with each other 
and the strain (et + e2) in a linear-quadratic scheme up 
to the order considered in this development. Employing 
x-ray diffuse scattering results, the zone boundary soft 

mode fluctuations can be considered as the primary con
tributor to the critical anomaly observed for the Cu 
governed LA phonon near the phase tranSition. 
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